WASHERS
SINGLES & DOUBLES
TEXAS GOOD SAM
GAME
1) There are 2 game boards covered by heavy carpet glued to the board.
2) Each board is 36” long by 18” wide, one end is raised 12”.
3) Each board has three (3) holes that are 4” in diameter and centered 9” from each side.
The holes are centered 10” apart with the top and bottom holes centered 8” from the board
ends.
4) The boards are placed 20 feet apart (measured from the front edge of the board).
5) There are 10 washers (5 each of two different colors or markings)
6) The washers are 2 1/8" in diameter.
PLAY
1) Draw for partners when playing “doubles” as directed by the game official. If you draw a
partner that is in your chapter, please change partners.
2) The player (team) will choose a set of washers and will use that color each time the
washers are tossed.
3) The player must toss the washer underhanded from behind the front edge of the game
board.
4) The game will consist of ten (10) frames with fifty (50) washers tossed by each player.
5) When playing “singles”, the player (team) whose name appears first of the score sheet will
toss first.
6) The players (team) will change ends after playing 5 frames. The player (team) that tossed
first will toss second in the last 5 frames.
7) Each player will toss 5 washers, one at a time.
8) All washers will be removed from the board before another player tosses.
9) All tossed washers must first hit the board or go directly into the hole to score. The washer
may also score by sliding or bouncing into the hole.
10) If a washer hits the floor (ground) and goes into the hole, it is a foul and the score does
not count.
11) A washer that hits the floor and stays on the board is also a foul. The washer is removed
before tossing another washer.
SCORING
1) Each washer that legally enters the hole scores points.
2) Points: the 1st or bottom hole (closest to the front) scores 1 point; the 2nd or middle hole
scores 2 points; and the 3rd or top hole scores 3 points for the player.
3) If playing “doubles”, the individual score will count as the player’s “single” score.
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